The ancients had it right. They understood the vital role that dance and music play in
connecting us to the gods, to our communities and indeed, to our inner selves. Dance and
music were the major mediums through which our disparate ancestors experienced, honored
and celebrated the “big picture” and practiced an intrinsically holistic approach to life. They
possessed an innate understanding that human life is a profound body, mind and spirit union
and therefore their rituals wove together and honored multiple aspects of existence. When
they danced, they nurtured and ignited their spirits while exercising their bodies, and they
included everything from education and rites of passage to contemplation and celebration in
the mix. Sometimes the entire community danced and sometimes it was up to the master
dancers and musicians to communicate universal truths through their skilled performances
and ceremonies. These dance rituals were in essence all about uniting, healing and
strengthening the community and of course our current overextended and often
disconnected society could certainly do with a wee bit of uniting and healing. From April 22
leading up to International Dance Day on April 29 let’s all remember why we dance. Yes,
when we dance it feels good, but it’s much more than that. As humans we are far more than
flesh and blood and logical thinking, and the essence of dance profoundly addresses the “far
more”. Happy National Dance Week and International Dance Day to all!
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